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With changing healthcare landscape, it has become imperative to target and market health care online. Recent
studies suggest that there are 3 key strategies to effectively market health care online – Reaching decisions
makers, Being specific and Creating shareable content.
Source:
1. PWC is a multinational professional services firm headquartered in London, United Kingdom. It is the world's largest professional services
firm and the largest of the “Big Four” accountancy firms measured by 2012 revenues.

Obamacare technology testing slated for September:
official
The Obama administration is preparing to subject the information
technology backbone of the new state and federal healthcare exchanges
to final "dress rehearsal" testing that could continue until just before the
online marketplaces are slated to begin enrollment on October 1. The
administration "has already...
Read more

State health exchange rates vary, but lower than
expected
As state health exchanges continue to announce lower-than-expected
rates for health insurance, experts say both state and regional issues
play a part in how much a consumer will pay for insurance beginning in
January. Several factors come into play: a state's regulations, how
many insurers will participate in the state and federal exchanges...
Read more

Enrolling healthy, young adults crucial to success of
new healthcare law
At the headquarters of Public Health — Seattle & King County in
downtown Seattle, those leading the county’s effort to get people to sign
up for insurance under the new federal health-care law are conspiring
around a table. Maybe they could get singer Dave Matthews to urge
everyone to get covered, one suggests. Macklemore...
Read more

Patient advocates seek a
gentle transition from
high risk pools to new
exchange plans
State high-risk insurance pools
around the country provide
coverage to approximately
220,000 people are often turned
down for traditional policies
because they have medical
problems. State high-risk
insurance pools around the
country...
Read more

Maryland approves health
care rates for new
insurance exchange
Newly approved rates for health
plans that will be sold in the
individual market through
Maryland’s new health benefit
exchange will have some of the
lowest costs...
Read more

hCentive News & Events
Upcoming Events
hCentive will host a webinar titled Direct
Enrollment – Making it Work for You on
August 22, to discuss how you can take
advantage of the Direct Enrollment model to
gain an edge over competition.

hCentive Blog
Which Income Spectrum proposes more
profits in the Post-exchange Market?
Insurers are still trying to decipher which end of the
consumer spectrum will yield greater and sustained
profitability. General wisdom says that the mediumand high-income consumers will drive profits in the
health insurance marketplace but the reality might be
very different! This post puts...

Healthcare IT News
hCentive featured in The Washington Post –
Obamacare spurs creation of thousands of
new jobs to explain law.

hCentive Opinion
What are your 3 biggest concerns with state/federal
exchanges [pick the 3 that apply] ?

Read more

Affordable Care Act’s
Healthcare Industry

Stimulus

to

the

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, between
2003 & 2011, the healthcare sector created 2.67
million jobs. In comparison, rest of the U.S. economy
added 850,000 jobs. This post discusses how the
Affordable Care Act (ACA) is positively impacting the
American economy, particularly in the healthcare
sector, and why this trend will continue.
Read more

About hCentive
hCentive is in the business of helping payers, states and the federal government set up exchanges and
online sales portals. Our suite of products provides solutions for Individual Sales & Enrollment, Group
Sales & Enrollment, Private Exchanges, Medicare Eligibility & Enrollment, Exchange Connectivity
and Public Exchanges.
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